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Thinking Like a Conservationist
How to set and meet conservation photography goals

In a ground-breaking
1985 article in the journal
BioScience, conservation
biologist Michael Soulé
helped establish some
defining parameters and an
expansive vision for what
the field of conservation
might offer the world.
They include foundational ideas
about the function of conservation,
as well as the values underpinning its
practices.
Though much has evolved and
progressed in conservation biology
over the past three decades,
many of the answers proposed
for Soulé’s question, “What Is
Conservation Biology?” are a guiding
inspiration for all people working
in the field, including conservation
photographers.
That brings up the question: What
does conservation photography
look like, and how are the values
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of conservation played out in the
practical work of making relevant
photographs?
Conservationists care about
biodiversity.
The interconnected ecological,
population, and genetic diversity of
the living world guides and motivates
conservationists’ work. Conservation
photographers tend to explore and
express life’s diversity in their images,
both educating and inspiring awe and
wonder at the many diverse forms.
Photographers may focus on making
images that emphasize the many
kinds of natural habitats that living
organisms occupy, They show
these habitats through landscape
photography or scenes that frame an
animal or plant within the physical
spaces they inhabit.
Photographers emphasize the
amazing physical and behavioral
diversity of living creatures
themselves, telling visual stories about
their unique aspects and surprising
differences. These photographs
often are made in a series -- a group

of images that reveal an important
set of facts about the natural world
– or explain the complicated way
that living ecosystems function and
change.
Often, people think they need to
travel to exotic places like rainforests
in order to do conservation
photography, but the reality is
there are conservation projects in
some capacity taking place almost
everywhere, and surely somewhere
nearby.
Conservation expresses concern for
immediate crises as well as long-term
ecological health.
Many refer to conservation
photography as a “crisis-oriented
discipline.” But, in fact, conservation
photography is not all pessimistic
or discouraging. Photographing the
natural world can show the wonder
of nature as it is now, encouraging
people to protect it. Still, conservation
photography also demonstrates
the threats of rapid change – both
immediate and long-term – and
its disruption to the health of the
environment.
Balancing what can sometimes feel
like a fixation only on immediate
ecological crises, conservationists
also try to keep long-term stories in
mind. The goal is to try to prevent

the errors of short-term fixes that
unintentionally disrupt the bigger
picture.
For example, conservation
photographers may expose the
unintended consequences of land
development or resource extraction.
Documenting changing habitats or
the effects of pollution in photographs
might demonstrate the importance
of supporting public education about
conservation needs.
Climate change, habitat destruction,
invasive species, land preservation,
population protection – these are just
some of the concerns that direct the
work of conservation photographers.
Their photos sometimes tell the dark
side of the human story, especially as
it affects and alters the land around us.
They can include people at work,
at home, and living their lives in
juxtaposition to other living creatures,
such as deer foraging for food in the
neighborhood. We might see children
at play in a housing development
that has fragmented a sensitive
ecosystem. We could witness wildlife
rehabilitators who rescue and treat
individual animals caught off guard by
industrial activities that impinge on
their lives.
Frequently these situations make us
wrestle with how human communities
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and the surrounding environment and
animals can work in cooperation or
in conflict. As a result, conservation
photographers often express how
humanity fits into the larger picture of
life on Earth.
Conservation is informed and
directed by science
Bodies of scientific knowledge are
critical to the practice of conservation
and touch on many fields such as
evolution, genetics, biochemistry,
geology, sociology, medicine,
and engineering. Conservation
photographers dedicated to making a
difference may benefit from education
in these fields.
Conservation photographers often
try to capture details grounded in
scientific importance. Anatomical
details of animals and plants are
important for identifying species.
Captioning photos with true and
accurate information is a top priority.
For example, knowledge of a
specific bird’s behavior can help a
photographer make better images of
that bird. Understanding a particular
plant’s life cycle will support a
photographer’s efforts in expressing
the beauty and ecological importance
of that plant.
Conservation photographers often

work directly with scientists in the
lab or in the field. Their images help
researchers, naturalists, and other
scientific professionals communicate
how the work is relevant to a changing
world. See the section “Playing Well
With Others” in this booklet for more
information on this relationship.
Conservation works best in an
environment of clear communication.
Ultimately, conservation
photographers are driven by a desire
to communicate something important
about nature, in a way that supports
protecting our world.
This is why conservation photographs
ultimately show a scene or document
an animal intended to motivate a
conservation value or concern in
a viewer. Many of these photos are
intended to surprise a viewer with the
startling appearance of an endangered
species. Or perhaps a series of images
evokes a sense of loss or sadness by
documenting radical alterations of
sensitive wetlands.
The power of photography to convey
information and touch upon human
emotion is one of the best ways to
ensure the long-term success of
conservation’s goals, by motivating
people to take ecological relationships
seriously.
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Storytelling 101
Creating compelling stories that
make a difference, and telling
them well
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Some of the most
important narratives
of history and of the
modern world are
delivered visually.
Perhaps the most
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important way to
success for conservation
photography is a good
story, well told.
Of course, elegant form and artistic
beauty are important aspects of all
artful photography, conservation

photography included. But beyond the
aesthetic qualities shared with other
expressions of nature photography,
conservation photography includes
the goal of communicating something
about the value of conserving Earth’s
natural heritage of biodiversity and
ecology. Telling a story can be one of
the most powerful ways to achieve
this.

Because of this, conservation photographers
look for the elements of effective storytelling in
the photos they capture.
• Strong, identifiable characters (whether
human or otherwise!) that evoke feelings of
empathy, or arouse other strong emotions, can
draw viewers into a scene.

• Educate, creating a wider context for
challenging collective decisions about natural
resources, or helping develop a deeper
appreciation for biodiversity in a particular
region.

• Take a long view of the land and all the
creatures that rely on it, especially if there’s a
chance the land may be threatened by forces its
• Settings and locations situate these characters ecosystems have not evolved to handle.
in context that adds depth, richness, and
deeper understanding about what’s at stake in
• Tell focused, small stories, concentrating on
the event that’s depicted.
a single small individual plant or animal that
– though often overlooked – has a rich and
• A sense of “plot” can also add force to an
varied life story all its own.
image. If a photograph can imply a sense of
what was happening previous to when the
Conservation photographers, because of their
shutter was snapped, as well as what might
dedication to protecting biodiversity and
be likely to happen next, a viewer can feel a
raising awareness about ecological change, can
stronger emotional investment in the picture’s be some of photography’s most effective visual
purpose.
storytellers.
What’s the story that a conservation image is
able to tell?
There are as many answers to this question as
there are stories playing out all around us in
the living world. Nature photographs can:
• Provide information about a threatened
population of endangered species. This may
include stories about the volunteers and
professional conservationists working to
protect them.
• Illuminate the complex social, political,
and ecological relationships between human
communities and the natural environments
with which they interact.
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“Perhaps the
most important
way to success
for conservation
photography is a
good story, well
told.”
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